Attention:

This concerns anyone who wishes to access the controlled zones of the PS Complex

Currently you can access the controlled areas of the PS due to a unique access authorisation “P” (PS areas). From Monday 31 of March 2003 this authorization will become obsolete. Thus new authorizations will be needed.

From then, the PS complex will be divided, as regards access rights, into 7 primary and 2 secondary zones [1]. For each zone, an access authorization can be requested via EDH (icon “ACCESS REQUEST”) by selecting the zone or zones of interest. Authorised requests are registered in the HR database and can be consulted from the HRT application [2].

However, these access rights will require the attendance at the CERN basic safety courses (newcomers, levels 1 and 2) and the possession of a film badge.

Thus there will be an obligation to follow the basic security courses before 31 March 2003 or in the two weeks following the authorization for demands after the 31 of March. See below [3] for the method. Unless the safety course was followed very recently, the failure to follow the course or the absence of a film badge will automatically cancel any access rights to the controlled zones in the PS.

In the case that your access card is refused, the "Centrale de Surveillance d'accès (CSA)”, the Technical Control Room (TCR) or the PS control Room (MCR) will be able to verify your personal details and to discover the reason for the refusal.

[1] New PS Zones

1.1 Primary Beam Zones

1. PS: Gives access to LINAC2, the rings PS, PSB, AD and the transfer lines TT2 and TT70.
2. AD-HALL: Access to the AD hall when it is in mode “proton”.
3. CTF3
4. ISOLDE (GPS, HRS, HT): Access to the GPS, HRS and HT zones of ISOLDE (Limited to specialists).
5. EAST HALL Primary: Access to the “proton” area upstream of the secondary beams (Limited to specialists).
6. ISOLDE Primary: Access to the ISOLDE target areas. (Limited to specialists).
7. AD TARGET: (Limited to specialists).

1.2 Secondary Beam Zones

1. AD-SEC BEAMS. Access to ATHENA, ASACUSA, ATRAP 1 + 2, DEM
2. ISOLDE HALL. Access to building 170.
[2] To verify your personal details in HRT

Your authorisations can be verified in HRT (WEB interface, command HRT, login as for EDH). Select “Persons”, then “access overview”, fill in name. This will give a list of your access authorisations plus “level1 (newcomers)” + “level2 (newcomers)” which indicates the safety courses followed. ("level 3" is mandatory to access SPS or LHC tunnels)

[3] To follow a safety course

you must register at the following address with indication of your preferred language English or French

safety.registration@cern.ch

Special sessions are organized, you will be invited by email.
**In any case you should not attend the Tuesday courses at the fire station. They are reserved for newcomers.**
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